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The ATLAS experiment at the LHC relies on crucial tools written in C++ to calibrate physics objects and esti-
mate systematic uncertainties in the event-loop analysis environment. However, these tools face compatibility
challenges with the columnar analysis paradigm that operates on many events at once in Python/Awkward
or RDataFrame environments. Those challenges arise due to the intricate nature of certain tools, as a result of
years of continuous development, and the necessity to support a diverse range of compute environments. In
this contribution, we present the ATLAS R&D efforts to adapt these legacy tools to be used in both event-loop
and columnar environments with minimal code modifications. This approach enables on-the-fly calibration
and uncertainties calculations, minimizing the reliance on intermediate data storage. We demonstrate the
functionality and performance of this approach in a Python Jupyter notebook that reproduces a toy Z-boson-
peak analysis.

Significance
This presentation introduces an innovative strategy for incorporating legacy C++ code into the modern data
science ecosystem. This approach enables the on-the-fly computation of corrections and uncertainties, conse-
quently diminishing the requirement for intermediary data files. This initiative aligns with the broader goals
of the HEP community to curtail reliance on disk storage, especially in preparation for the HL-LHC era and
beyond. While columnar analysis using ATLAS lightweight data formats (PHYSLITE) has been demonstrated
previously, this marks the first instance where corrections and uncertainties can be computed during data
reading. Traditionally, these values were pre-calculated and stored in intermediary data files. ATLAS aims to
extend such methodologies to a majority of tools essential for physics analysis, indicating a transformative
shift in the HEP data analysis workflow.
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